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Blunt Tip Wreath Template

for 3x5 index card

Make the wreath following the 
Fold’n Stitch Wreath pattern, but 
with one “mod” modification - fun 
to see the results!

Follow along on our blog for full color instructions.
Look for “Wreath Mods” 
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Welcome to our new series called “Wreath Mods”! We are 
taking the Fold’n Stitch Wreath and applying some simple 
changes (modifications hence “Wreath Mods”)! Every 
month we will show you a new mod; think of it as a fresh 
spin on your old favorite!

Supplies
What do you need for the January Blunt tip wreath? You will need the original Fold’n 
Stitch Wreath pattern, a package of foam squares, fabric and fusible web (see the 
supply list on the pattern). Let’s create an interesting wreath!

Visit Stina’s Quilt and Sewing Supplies for the pattern and the Bosal foam squares.

Ÿ Take your foam squares and cut ONE corner off from 1” to 1” 
diagonally as shown. Cut one corner from all 12 foam 
squares. DO NOT cut all of the corners!!

Ÿ Now take your applique squares and cut ONE corner off from 
3/4” to 3/4”, just like you did with the foam. Cut one corner 
from all of the applique squares.

Ÿ Cut everything out according to the pattern. You will cut your 
fronts, your backs and your appliques and your foam if you 
are cutting by hand.

As the name implies, we are cutting corners! We will cut one 
corner from the foam squares. And because we cut one corner 
from the foam, we’ll need to do it to the appliques.

The Mod
When making changes to any pattern, it’s better to start with a 
single change, rather than making multiple changes at once. One 
change means the result is predictable. 

It’s easy - let’s dig into this!

Wreath Project
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https://www.subscribepage.com/poorhousepost

https://www.poorhousequiltdesigns.com/Products/Fold'n-Stitch-Wreath

https://stinas-quilt-and-sewing-supplies.myshopify.com/collections/poorhouse-quilt-designs/products/fold-n-stitch-wreath

https://vimeo.com/196635400

https://stinas-quilt-and-sewing-supplies.myshopify.com/products/in-r-form-single-sided-fusible-stabilizer-6-squares?variant=16370458055

Link List

I chose to use the same fabric (white) for the 
front and the back fabric. For the applique, I 
chose a red and white print. The simple red and 
white combination really allows the shape of the 
modified wreath to shine.

Fabric Choices



Click here to see the Fold’n Stitch Wreath Tutorial

Learn more - click here to sign up for our newsletter and get our handy Fusible Foam 
Cheat Sheet!

Now, sew the wreath together, following the pattern instructions! 

As in the pattern, you will cover the foam shapes and stitch the 
applique on top. 

TIP:
Start the applique stitching opposite the “clipped” corner. That way 
the stitches where you start and end will overlap and any messy 
bobbin thread will face the wall or the tabletop!

I used a blanket stitch for this wreath - you could also try 
decorative stitches for a fun look. After you finish covering the 
shapes, you will assemble the wreath just as you did in the 
pattern.

Get Sewing

Fun Fresh Wreath

I love how quick and easy this change is! I think it really jazzed up the Fold’n Stitch Wreath - I can 
see this wreath done in spring colors! 

So next time you want to make up a wreath, remember our Wreath Mods, and make one simple 
change!









Curves Ahead 

Template

Use the template below to create a curve on JUST the outer corner of 
the foam and appliqué squares.

appliqué curve

foam curve

Refer to this blog post:

h�ps://www.poorhousequiltdesigns.com/post/fold-n-s�tch-
wreath-mod-curves-ahead 


